PART III.
CHAPTER i.
" IF YOUR MAJESTY HAD ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND,"
SECTION 6,
the Earl of Leicester, 1584 and 1585).
«/CALUMNIES and defamations, without any distinction of truth or falsehood,
1	are ever greedily entertained and as greedily communicated," wrote Strada, in
\J<(De Eello Bdgico" describing how preachers according to the "Geneva
mode " had been welcomed by audiences " who clapped their hands as if they had
been in a play-house " when the Pope was " railed against" by mountebanks."1
It was, however, more than mere rhetorical "juggling" of preachers which
had caused one of the late Emperor Charles's Privy Councillors, William of
Nassau, Prince of Orange, to hazard his all and lead a rebellion,3 But the saying
of Father Famianus Strada is of wide applicability: " Calumnies and defama-
tions " against the morals of Queen Elizabeth were circulated in hope that the
scandals would be " greedily communicated "; and that the Queen would appear
as a tool in the hands of a " traitor," " atheist," " poisoner" and " Machiavelliste."
The libels reproached Leicester not only as a monster of vice but an upstart,
Sir Philip Sidney retorted that the " goosequill" could know little about Leicester
or England if he did not know the " palpable " facts as to his family and position.
So often are Elizabethan utterances now misread that in a standard "Lift of Sir
Philip Sidney " (Cambridge, 1915,) Sidney is represented as unable to answer the
charges against his uncle's character; and as having only defended his claim to
noble birtn.3 But the point of Sidney's genealogical protest is that the anonymous
!Lib. V. p. 117.  Englished by Sir R. Stapylton.   1650.  Referring to events of 1566.
2	See the Prince's Declarations.   E.E. Vol. II. p. 3, 13-16,
3This resembles the mistake of the editor of the' 1904 reprint: (pp. x-xi) "It is characteristic of the
writer and his times that he does not attempt to answer any of the charges made against his uncle,
but confines himself to the vindication of the lineage of his maternal ancestors."
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